YEAR 1 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW: SPRING 2018
FIRST HALF OF TERM
Around the World
We are on an exploratory voyage around the
world and each week we will be packing our
passports and flying or sailing off to our next
destination. We will be discovering some of
HUMANITIES the geography of each country, looking at the
climate and weather and sampling some of
(Including
the foods, as well as perhaps learning a word
RE),
SCIENCE & or two of the language, thinking about the
religions of the country and creating some
ART &
beautiful local art. To start off with we will
DESIGN
be visiting the following countries:
 Cambodia
 France
 Australia
 Antarctica


ICT





DRAMA

SECOND HALF OF TERM

We will continue our trip around the world but
we will have to wait until each Monday to
discover just where we will be off to that week
…

Developing skills and efficiency in
logging on and off.
Navigate and search for a website
effectively and safely.
To develop word processing skills
and confidence in creating and
manipulating a range of graphics both
individually and cooperatively.
Internet Safety







Developing Research Skills
To become familiar and start to
develop touch typing skills on a
QWERTY keyboard.
To use a computer to research, identify
and select pertinent and correct
information, developing confidence in
presenting this.
To use Maths Whizz effectively
understanding the importance of
keeping passwords private (ongoing).

Key Stage 1 Drama Production – The Moon Thieves.
Working together. Responding to direction. Learning simple choreography. Engaging with an
audience. Speaking audibly. Learning lines.
Pulse - Continued enhancement of subconscious pulse.

MUSIC

PE &
GAMES

FRENCH

Rhythmic values - Tika-tika, Tim-ka, ti shh, Ta-a –a-a
KS1 Show - Trinity infant show rehearsals -memorization, group singing, singing to
movement. Performance.
Gymnastic
Circuits including Climbing frame., Balance,
Suspension on trapeze and monkey bars.
Turning forward, Turning Backwards, jumping and mini trampoline.
Unit: J’apprends le Francais
Pinpoint France on a map of the world.
Highlight other famous French cities.
Talk about other countries where French is spoken.
Say their name and how they are feeling in French.
Count to ten in French

